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About This Game
Virtual Warfighter is a tactical multiplayer shooter for the OpenVR virtual reality platform. Engage in realistic combat with
physics-based weapons and handling, which enables tactical maneuvers like throwing grenades around corners or into small
spaces.
Currently you can wield nine different weapons complete with seven different attachments for almost endless variety. Each
weapon has been carefully designed to reflect operating its real world counterpart. Currently we support four game modes with
the option for perma.death for ultimate realism.
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Title: Virtual Warfighter
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
MDA Digital
Publisher:
MDA Digital
Release Date: 2 Sep, 2016
a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel i5-4590 3.3 GHz
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

English
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OK so i went a head figured I would give this game a go. NO ones playing, and from wht I can see there is only a m16 and a
pistol? Am i missing something here?. A really well polished game, the details are astounding.
DM, TDM and S&D (with conquest on it's way) works for all sorts of crowds.
In my eyes, in terms of gameplay, it's in the middle of Pavlov and Onward.
Opening doors slowly, your teammate rolls in a grenade while another teammate covers the perimeter.
Epic stuff.
The player base is no problem if you just join the discord and get a few guys with you.
Steady growing community with enthusiastic devs.
Recommended!. The most fun I have had in VR. This game has the potential to be something special. The only fault that this
game has is that it was released a bit to early but the devs are working so hard to make sure that all the problems are fixed and
not just masked over. Please give them and this game a chance and dont be put off by any negative reviews and you will
hopefully love it as much as I do.. A really well polished game, the details are astounding.
DM, TDM and S&D (with conquest on it's way) works for all sorts of crowds.
In my eyes, in terms of gameplay, it's in the middle of Pavlov and Onward.
Opening doors slowly, your teammate rolls in a grenade while another teammate covers the perimeter.
Epic stuff.
The player base is no problem if you just join the discord and get a few guys with you.
Steady growing community with enthusiastic devs.
Recommended!. While the game may have a limited amount of content upon release, it has great potential. Being a direct
competitor to Onward, this game offers matches where you ACTUALLY get to play more, without the need to wait for the next
round once dead. With the addition of voip and maybe a few changes to the movement mechanic, this will be a go-to VR
shooter. This game also runs great, even on my under powered machine running a gtx770 (unlike onward).
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This is a VERY early access game but for what it is it's great. The graphics look really good. I like the small map and being able
to respawn. I'm more of a COD player so while I like playing Onward I'd rather have something with a faster pace which is why
I'm always going back to Raw Data. This game has a ton of potential. The only thing I didn't like was the movement system
because as far as I can tell there is no strafing. You can only move where you're looking. I'd like to see something closer to
Onward. Great job devs and looking forward to updates.. This game is like Onward but without tactics and without waiting. You
spawn, and depending on how close to enemies, you might get into a firefight right away. The weapons are great, but I need a
tutorial to reload... there is a so much potential for this game. after playing Onwards, sometimes I just want to get in there and
shoot (or get shot), and this game does it. Very similar locomotion and graphics. I highly recommend, as it's a blast but still with
much more content to come. It still needs voice chat, tutorials, but it's pretty exciting.. Took a chance and really glad I didn't,
this is a multi player warsim that brings a lot of new ideas to the table,Constantly being updated with major improvements
weekly.the only thing missing is a good player Base, although games easy to organise on the discord.The devs are very active
and fix any problems found within days.The game looks great and has a variety of game modes.with large maps and a variety of
guns and customisable attachments.still in early access but definitely worth a purchase and with the rate it's improving definitely
one that should be in your library.. modern tacticle VR first person shooter!
detailed with devs always updating and working hard to make their game known.
cons? currently need more players, if you like FPS's, GET ON IT !. This game has a lot of potential. It's early days, for sure (as I
write this, the game's only been out a few hours), so the game scope is limited, but what there is works well and seems bug free.
The developer seems to be of the philosophy that the game should release with a small number of features that work well, rather
than lots of features, all riddled with bugs. This is a philospohy i can respect.
The game seems to be geting compared to "Onward" a lot, to it's detriment. Some people seem to be leaving bad reviews simply
because this game isn't exactly like Onward. That's absurd. They're different games. One guy was even complaining about lack
of players, hours after the game released!
I'm looking forward to watching this game grow and develop. It's got great potential. The problems it has (the locomotion
system needs some tweaking) are easily fixable, and I'm sure new content will be coming along shortly.. This game is utter junk,
despite the sun shine being displayed by friends of the devs below (because who else would give this game any positives).
Don't waste your money, like I did, even on sale today it was a complete waste. This should be a .99 game.
Let's start with seeing the vive controllers in game, because completely kills immersion.
Next, there are the white circles to hold your gear, which couldn't feel more unrealistic and cheap.
Why in the hell would you people have a forward button and then use your head to define the path that you travel on? It should
be following the direction of the controller, which is just common sense.
The sounds are bad, the position of weapons for holo sights to line up are horrible, even the lobby is garbage - I could really go
on and on....
Oh and did I mention... NOBODY IS EVER ON IT TO PLAY WITH. An online multiplayer game that has no players, what a
concept...
DO NOT BUY THIS GARBAGE unless you want to gain appreciation for other games and are just looking to see how bad
things can get in an FPS VR game, because this is definately a bottom of the barrel game.
. It's unfortunate because this game looks like it has potential to be a great game and has appeal for people who like more of a
respawn and less tactical shooter than Onward but in it's current state (yes, I'm aware that it's in Early Access) is unplayable. The
player base just isn't there. When I did find a match I was playing against an invisible player and all I could see was a floating
gun.
I'd consider picking this up in the future on a steam sale if the player base is there and the bugs are squashed.
TLDR - It has potential but isn't anywhere near playable at this point.
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Network bugs fixed:
We have now fixed some of the more serious bugs observed when playing with you guys online. There should be a new hotfix
build out for you to update.
Please report here or in the Week 1# bug thread if you have more problems.
Thanks. Progress report, Bots, tutorials and input settings:
Hey guys.
Sorry for the low amount of updates. But we are working hard.
My brother is working on the bots, currently he is working on a system for choke points so the AI can map a path for flanking,
regrouping etc, this will make the bots feel alot smarter and the gameplay will feel more dynamic.
I'm working with polish at the same time, first out is a tutorial system, here is WIP video of that
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aBjM7HGmEU8
Something that I wanted to fix for a long time is command mapping so the player can map whatever buttons he like for the
different firearm operations. Yesterday I finally took my time and implemented this, so now you can change controls for the
basic operations of the firearms. It also comes with a validation system so mappings can't conflict

. Update #2:
Hello everyone, we are proud to announce Update #2 of Virtual Warfighter!
For a long time we we're forced to put our efforts into writing our own networking solution, but finally we have been able to get
some content out to you guys.
The focus for this release was introducing game modes, and the first one out in addition to deathmatch is team deathmatch.
Paired with the new radio functionality that allows you to communicate with your teammates, some truly tactical scenarios are
now possible.
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Included in this release is a work-in-progress version of our second map, the subway. It features open platforms connected by
long hallways, which showcase our networked doors, as well as an exterior area.
In addition to this many dozens of smaller stability fixes and other improvements are included. Stay tuned for information on
what's planned for the next update!
See the video below for some gameplay footage recorded during our testing phase
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vNViOO04IRw. Update 9 Choose your controls (+ sweet physics!):
Hello everyone!
It's finally time for a new release of Virtual Warfighter.
This release was initially supposed to be a quick fix to allow the player to choose his own interaction scheme, mostly to give Rift
players the chance to use the Grip button to grip items and weapons. However, it turns out that our previous release (First
Person Hands) managed to generate some interest in our game, and we got some dedicated players / beta testers.
We've had a solid month or two of developing according to their feedback, which has led to numerous improvements. The
largest improvement has been the stabilization of the physics, which makes the physics act much more natural (and avoids game
crashes, which is somewhat of a bonus).
Next up in the pipeline is a game mode which is basically co-op vs bots, which both allows for some target practice as well as
something fun to do while waiting for the playerbase to increase :). Other things in the pipeline are sound occlusion / reflection /
reverb, a recoil revamp, injury penalties and a new weapon.
See the video below for a demonstration of the biggest new improvements
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTRTNWm9bFo

Controls - major revamp to better support rift. Now possible to choose how to interact with items based on category.
Physics - major stability fixes and more natural feeling physics
Trigger reset - weapon triggers resets at 50% to more closely match real life trigger action.
Ping - now showing other players ping in the "In game menu"
Customization - multiple new options to allow your own playstyle
Recoil - Added horizontal recoil. Balancing and work on getting the correct feel will continue.
New content in the form of a red dot and a battle rifle.
Hundreds of major / minor fixes and tweaks
. Update #4 Teaser:
Hey guys.
We have been hard at work with Update #4. This update is all about attachments. We take pride in our custom physics engine
built on top of Unity that enables networked physics, so we decided to use this also for our attachments.
This means any attachment can be removed during a game and it will be perfectly reflected on the other machines while you are
working on the action. It also means attachment cant clip into other attachments or the firearm itself while being slided on the
rail.
Here is a quick teaser video we put together
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fGj2F5pAj8E. Update #5 Mid sprint teaser:
Hey guys!
We are working hard on the new anticipated objective based game mode we know you all are waiting for, but luckily we are two
devs on this team and one of us are working one some new cool weapons parallel with the game mode.
A short vid showing them in "action", no real action, but still cool :P
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6EaptcqXYg
Hope to have this ready for you guys really soon!. Update 8 Give me a hand!:
Hi guys! After a (not so well deserved?) summer vacation, we are finally ready to deliver the next update: First Person Hands.
Since it in our case involves meticulously choosing good, natural grips for all items, with multiple setups for many of them, it
takes a great deal more time than you would think. Some items also have dynamically calculated grips for extra smooth feeling.
Me and my brother really feel like we struck gold with the immersion factor here, it really means a lot for the natural feel of all
actions to have this fleshed out system for first person hands. Check out the video below for some visuals!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xqk3OAHoMNA
Our focus for the next update will be to improve on the controls, and add stepless rotation (for the forward facing crowd). This
release will be relatively minor. After that, work will start in earnest on providing bots to play against.
Also, we have partially updated the trailer available here, to show the new first person hands.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eFzd2m-1Miw
Thanks for reading and for your support!. Update #1:
Hi everybody!
Our first major update is here, Update #1. We wished it would have been an update full with content, but as you probably have
heard we have had problems with network stability. Most of those problems originated from our Network SDK which is
sprinkled with bugs and memory leaks.
So this last month we have been working on our own inhouse network engine, and its a huge difference, as a start its completely
reliable unlike the old SDK, this means there will be no more strange side effects like players going invisible or other game
breaking bugs. As a bonus our own network code is highly optimized and there is virtually no allocation of memory that can lead
to GC spikes (CPU spikes). We have also optimized the invocation of remote calls (RPCs) with several magnitudes. We have
also switched to Steams lobby matchmaking which supports NAT punchthrough and makes it easier for people to host games no
UPnP support or port forwarding needed.
As a bonus we have also added some new content and features.

VOIP - Voice activated, room positional, high quality, low latency speech with OPUS codec directly jacked into our
custom network SDK

Decoupled movement - Uncheck "Est.heading" in settings, this is WIP and will be improved upon in future updates

Dual wielding - Check "Touch move" in settings. You can now dual wield weapons and move at the same time

Bullet impact effects - WIP only dust effects, bullet holes will be added later
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We will now start working on completing the next map, and also implementing map cycles and TDM.. Network rewrite
progress report:
Hey Guys.
The last week has been hectic, its not every day you get the task of completely rewrite an entire network SDK on a biweekly
time schedule :D
All functions have been implemented so the game is now completely playable on the new code base as of yesterday. However
there is a bit of work still to be done before we can move the code over to our testers.
After the initial playtests we have a better chance of giving you a release date, but we work very hard on getting this out to you!
Best regards
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